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Changes Over Time in Process Meaigeres Of Classroom Behavior

f'

Most tindings about classroom:Processed are reported as aggre-
.

.41

gated means or averages of given behaviors summed acrOss observations.

Typically, relat...onships 'between clasimoom measures and outcome (pro-
.

duct) measures are determined frAm means of scores of events summed

aCross occasions (observations). ,Alsol classroom coding systams rhich

count individual student behaviors (Bt4hy A Good, 1970) similarly

aggregate student data td.,obtain'olass means.on variables of interest.,
. s

However, St. may also be useful to fook at the variabilitt bf such .:-

meapires across a school year to determinewhether or not there are
. .

-

trends in the data.

Few studies f classroom processes lend themselves to analysel:
. .

which examine the fluctuations offrprocess measures over time; since, '

,large amounts of data are.required to produCe stable estimates at ea9

point in the year, and because many aqs4om studies are conducted

over short periods of time. The TexasiJuniOr Wish eihool tudy, hbi-
1

eyer, idoes lend itself to this kind of analysis. This largewfield-

bases investigation of teacher effects on student achievement and atti-

A
tufiles %gab conducted over most of the school year l9V4-75; data collec-

,

tion began in November and continued to mid-May. 1.xty-eight se'venth-

and eighth-grade teachets,(29 math and 39'English) were observed.in'two

of their class sections 'by trained 'observers. Eaa of the 136 classes ,

wadobserved an average of 20 doles for hour each with a var4ety of

high and low inference measures. Thehe data re used as predictors in

a series of linear regression models to describe k'elationshipt between
1

4 0
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yurpole of the present report is to identify any systematic changia in.

. '.
,.

, %the classroom processes end two cfiteria: student aihievemedt.and.

. ,..

student ittitildes.

. t . ..,
, Those inteiested in a re0Ort of the initi4 findingspom the fell:

study should consult EN.:ertson, Anderson, and Brophy,(Nofe 1)';' The
4 i

.the measures ol classroom behavior Of teachers and 'pupils over the six

. 6I
.

months of the study, and also to determine whether such changes Nere .

. \ ,.. , .

coiparable for math and Engish classes. Data to be rtpprted here
..

...... . . ... ,

consist of 15 high inference rating scales and 15.low inference ,

--r

behavioral rate measures.

Procedure
. . A

9 .1

Data yere Available for 56 math classes (two classes,Fre dropped
.., . .

because of ceiling effects on the pre and poattests) and 78 English '

classes. For each of the'67 teachers' two classes, available ciati Ai 4

.

i
.

,4 :

.

records ware sorted by the month during which,the observation wag done" .

,
.

and six means were computed for each of the40 variables.

NO Inference Ratinm

A

# These ratings were-filled out at least once for each'class period

i during which low inferente coding was also done. The 15 scales of',the

Classroom Observation Scales (COS) instrument are listed below. The

first 12 scales are 5point scales (0-4); the last three scales Are
1

, bleary) scored as to whether or not such questioning took place during

he4r 9f observation (0,1). Definitions of the scales and the

ariout points along each are presented below:

2
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1. Level of attention. Pupil orientstio toward"the teacher:or

task at.hand (O.- FeWar then half of the students are attentive most of.
". IP

the timer4,-101.a the students are attentive most of the time).

, ,

2.!7Tesichersolvi. This'scale indicatTi tre ',

'dtgree 'to which theteacher ad4resdes questions and pfoblema to the
. . 4.09

. ' g I
-'entire cliss.Studenb responiss are followed by teather's directing

.
; 1 . .

.

elaborating quesdonito other students.. Teacher probes or Oelves into

student answers.(0 r Little or no teacher-initiated problem solving!

Other activities Predominate. 4 - Most of the teacher's behavior:

iollows the above description.)

1

3. ps.sil-to-1. Substantivsirupil utterances in .

wh4ch`one, pupil interacts with/another pupil,grouP Of pupils, or

responds indirectly to the teacher. (O.- No pupil-to-pupiA1/4

4

interaction. All pupil behavior involves routine responding or

folloidni directions; 4 - Student-to-studenfinteraction Occurs

* frequently during one-half or more of the obserlied.period.)

4. leachlr_2222mpaisEL The relative amount of class time .

occupied by teacher presentation of aubstantive information.
/.-

Lecturing,. reading to'the class, or answering pupil questions would be

instances of this behavior. (0 - teacher presentation occurs 0-20% of

. .the time; 4 7 teacher presentation occurs 80-100% of the time.)

5. Negative affect. This scale includes behaviors that show

hostlie or negative feelinglion the part of either the teacher or

pnpils;+verbally or nonverbally. It can include criticisi, ridicule,

pupil iesistancif 0* sarcasm. (0 --No negative affect; 4 -*Several
4

.*
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moderately negative instances or one pr more)instadces o, severe .''.
,

I ef i

negative 'affect.) .
4

6. Poktive affect. Teacher behaviors that show support or

postai/a roger& for pupgs and their bihavior, including. smiling; ,
.0

kidding and-jokingtrencoirragement, or-praise. (0 - Abserite of positive

'affect (but not necepliarily negative);. 4r Three or more idotances of

.

obviously sincere support or regard.) 4

:1.. Highegnitive Fo uses upon pupil
.

-,,:',- ..

... verbal behavicors'ihat Ove evidence of higher or more coiplei. cognitive.
, IP r ,

1 ..-,

. processes, incliding gen4ralization or inference, defining concepts; orc

problea,solvingi'spoes'not:itamde rote ca. simple associlative -

(,.

1 ireprottucti": of respoucs, simPle descriptive reportings'or giving .

. '. .

4 ..
.----i.

(

opinions k thout jusiifications. (0 - Nigher cognitive level processes

. . ,

.

ti.,

do not occurp 4 - Niihei cogative level prodesies ()Cour six or more

4

times in a 15-:minute period.) 4

12.1mtrc±...421.........r_lbillavior.'s This sCale assesses the extent to

which pupils eniage in passive, as opposed.to active, modes of..

'behavior. ',Passive pupil behaviors include withdrawal by pupils frdm'

engagement,4isual wander4ng, passive observation. (0 - No more:than

one pupil.is passively disengaged at any one time; 4 - Passive behavior

Is exhibited by a third or more of the class Much of the time.)

9. Convergent-evaluative interaction. This scale is

characterized by a focus upon obtaining the correct answer to the

teacher's question, with little or no attempt to follow up on the

...contact, once the answer has been given. (0 - Little or no
-

kg
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cbnvgrgent-evaluative interaction; behavior follows some oth pattern.
4'. ,

%-.... . .

.

4 - Almost all interaction is convergent-evaluative (75% or inoreY)
i.

.
. i .

,... ,

,10. Teak oriiiitation. This'scele its;ssed ihe degree to cdlicW%the
.

I

4'teacher'works tpward.contekt<rel4d, substantiveit. '(0 veiy low

task orientation. Wasted time, 4intless "Rendering discustion, little
,

substantive progres4-4 - High task orientation. Emphasis on,

attainment of content objectives; class activities'are carefully

planned; minimum time lost to procedura( .activityl)

.11.. Clarity. tiyis scale.refersoto thellegree'to which the
A

tiacher's preientation of material and his/her substantive interactions.

)('

.

,

iith students is understood by them. (0 - Very low,clarity. Pupils

V

seem confuse, teacher cannot answer student qu4tions; teacher uies

unfamiliar concepts. '4,- Very high clarity. Teacher's explanations
, r

are eapy to understand; pupils' questions are answered adequately.,
,

.

Little or no confusion about the nature of the task.) .r

12. Enthusiesm: This scale meaiuree' whether or not the teacher.
.41

0

didplays ineeiest, involvement, and vitaliti in the sublect matter or

activity. (Or Low or no enthusiasm. Teacher's behavior is itthaigic,

dull, routine; teacher diaplays lack of interest in what is-going on.

4 - Very high enthusiasm. Teacher is stimulating, energetic, and,

alert; uses-voice, iriflectipn, appropriate gestures and appetets

interested in what is happening.)

13. .,11,Ets_amary.LcillpstalTsam. Observers indicated .

whether or not instances of questioning occurred in which students !ere

tosupply brief factual answers, or to reSpond from rote memory.

r
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141 Iiitel.....u.inthustions. Ohservers noted whether

or not questions occurred requiring'reasoning, integration of material,

or abstract thinking.

15. Current'event, personal questi ning. Observers noted whether .

or not'teacher questioned students abouE their opinions or personal..

preferences.

In addition to these global scales, the observers were primarily

concerned with coding several kinds of classroom events as they

occurred. Information aboutothe classroom observation schedule used in

the study is available. as Appendix C of the main report (Evertson,

Anderson, 6 Brophi, Note 1). The following 15 rate variables were

selected because they represent the ma3or categories recorded.by

observers. They were also likely to contain.enough instances to slam/

ails to aggregate scores by month. The following variables are rates of

occurrence per hour of observation except for the last variable yhich .

observers estimated in mintites at the end of the hour: As in the case.

okthe high.inference ratings, mean rate measures were computed for .
S

each clisi for each of the six months.

A brief description.of each of the low inference behavioral rate

variables.follpws:
4

1; Process- questions. Questions which require the student to

specify the cognitive and/or behavioral steps needed to solve a problem

or fipd an answer.

2.. Product questions. Queitions which have a specific cOic;;;\

answer which can be expressed in a single word or short phrase. ("When

ioe.1imestown

founded?")

vo°11i
.

.

't 6
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3. -Call outs. Response opportunities created by stud6ta calling

out the'answers to teacher queetions without Waiting for permission to

answer.

4. atlajltIonnumearelliat This meaeure is the total of

all Opes.Of.teicher questions to students. .(Higher level, fact, and

.

memory.)

5; begliallejtUAttt. This measure is comprised Of several ,

categories of events wherein the teacher sustains a response
. e

opportunity and provides the student with another chance to.respond.

The teacher can repeat, simplify,.rephrase, or ask a new question.

6. Student initleted questions. Ques.iions which'students, rather

: than teachers, initiate publically: 'They aii similar to other Public

I

response opportunities in that they involve both teacher and student

ana are monitored by the rest of.the class.

..7. .Studestilailallscgigtnat These are comments which students

may call out during class discuisions; not necessarily in response to

teicher-posed questions. They arf .natead student public

.

contributions.

8. Student'initiated call outs. 'Stitdent contributions to the

class discussion yhich are interjected without permission from the

teacher. They differ from numbers 6 and, 7 in that those aie student

'contributions for which teachers giVe permission.

9. Student created Work contacts. These are contacts Made by,

stOdents priWately td get information Or clarify directions on academic

work. These coritacts are not intended td be monitored by the whole'

class..
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10. lociiiiximatakthavior. A category of insppropriite student

'behavior Which students lay engage in sometimes with peets. These are

not so severe as to be disruptive, but are definitely out oL place at

the time.
114

11. Behavioral criticism. Negative teacher evaluationii of student
'4

. behavior& These go beyond the level of simple negation by expressing

,anger orrpersonal criticism ofthe student and his behavior.

12. Mild misbehavior: Thii measure consists of several categories

of student behaviors judged to he inappropriate, but nondisruptive,

, such as inattention to Masks chatting with neighbors quietly, or

enter17 class lite.

13. Sgl....oussehavior. Student behaviors judged to be extreme

1

and disruptive to the class. These include sassing Or defying the

teacher, verbal or, physical aggression, leaving class without

ermission, and baiting the teacheF verbally.

14. Social contaCts. These contacts are ,ponacademit in nature,11111=M01

but initiated by either teachers or stmpents as means of exchanging

greetings or to convey some personal message.
4

15. Time in sestwork. This categOry is composed of aniestimate of

the &moult of time that the'majority of the class walk engaged in

seatwork.

Doe Analysis

For each of the thirty dependent variablics, a one-!between (math,

English), oniwithin (six months), fixed effects analysis of variance

was computed. Because some of the 134 classes were not observed during

one *More of the six mbnths, and.because some ratings were omitted
'

8
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occasionally, the,avagable N'for analysis was /ess than complete for
, 4s

allyariables.

Results

Reported in Table I are the chdhce,lirobability values for the;t0o

- ,

mOin effects (sUbject matter.and time.of year) id the ihteraction in

each of the 30 analyses of variance: Table 2 con ains means for the

4
months math effects; Cell means for Jignificant interacfion effects

'may be fowl(' in liable 3.

Eubject platter Differences

t

Eight higil and two low inferencp variables yielded significant

differences for the subject mAttjmain effect.. English classes we

rated lusher on Attention, Positive Affect,Clarity, Enthusiasm,*

Personal Questions,. More student-initiated comients were also recorded

in English classes. Math classes were rated hfther on Teacher

Presentation of Information, Passive Pupil Behaior, a#d Convergent
I.

Evaluation. Math classes also spent more time in seatwork. These',

differences are rlt surprising, givA the type of activities which

teachers in these aubject areas initiate. Math claises were more often .

presented new material in'lecture fqrmat, and the ueual student ,

behavior was passive assimilation of information. Questioning

frequently took the form of probing and checkiig for'understanding.

. On the-other hand in English Classes,30ere was more discussion,

4
use of oral readings, end a wider,variety of activities were employed,

which included use of drama and audiovisual ails. Evertson, Anderson,

Edgar, Minter, di Brophy (Note 2) itrovides a More'complete discussion of

subject matter differenves.

k



Table 1
.

Results of Analyses of V4riance

411.0...1,11111MIIWOMMet
N Classes. Chance

Hatin,..fitanasIliiLif..tios 14 E SUB MO SXM

1. Attention 40 43 .001 < .0001 .03
. 4
4 i 2. Teach's! initiation . 38 54 ns .006 .002'

3. Pupil Atieraction 40 63 ns .001 us 1

4. 4.. Teacher presimtation
. 40 60 .0t22 no-

.
5. Negative affect '7 40 63 ns, .002- ns.

.
...-,

6. PosItive -affect' 40 . 63 .004 .04 no

7. Hig her cognition : 37 48 no < .0001 . ns, . t...

8, Passive...pupils 40 61 .002 .903 ns. ,
.. .

9. Convergent evaluation 38 49 ;01 < 4601 as .
.

10. Tisk orientation

a

40 63 ns .05 lns
11. Clarit7 36 't .007. us

12. Enthusiasm 40 63 .0009 .0001, ns
,

13. Fact questions 25 31 hs .003 ns,
.°

14. Why questions . . 24 30' - no ns
,

ns ,

, . .

15. Personal questions , 23 30 .0006 01606 118

0.

-..:.a.--91..anitk.1......-.............

Lowinference Vaiiables E SUB . 140
. ,

1. Process, questions 42 60 no no, .93i
1. Product questions 42 . 60 , ns ns no

3. fall outs 42 60 ns .04 .002

4. Response opportUnit4,es 42 60 ns. na ns
r

5. 'Sustaining feedback 42 60 no ns .05
ci. , - A

V

es

10
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I

14114.inference Variables

6. Student-initiated

question;

7. Student-initiated.
.

comments ilfl. -9 . -42 60 .05 .0002 ns.
-.

8. Student-initiated .
t

'Table 1-Continued

WClasses Chance' p

M E SUB MO SXM

4

42. 60

call outs

9. Student work contacts

10. Socializins

misbehavior
A

11. Behavioral criticism

12. Mild misbehavior

13. Serious misbehavior

14. Social conta.cts

15. Time in seS&ork

42, 60 ns ns ns

eo
42 60 ns .0001 ns

1

42 60 ns Us ns

42 60 ns ns ns

42 60 ns < .0001 ns

42 60 ns- .007 ns
t

42 60 ns .05 ns

r
42. 60 .05 ns ns

)411
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Tible .

Main Effect MIAs for Months #

*)
High-inference Variables Nov
1"t^

1. Attention

2. Teacher initiation

3. pupil interaction

4. Teacher presentation

2.52'

1.06

*2.06

4

5. Negative affect .90

6. Positive affectLA 1.72

7. Higher Cognition 1.32

4

Passive pupils .84

9. Convergent evaluation 1.75

10. Task orientation 2.59

11. Clarity 2.66

12. Enthusiasm 1.78

13. Fact questions .74

14. Why questions .54

15. Peponfil questions p.31

Lowvinference.Variables, - Nov

1. Process questions 2.i1

/2. Prodtiptvestions 10.87

' 3. .15611, outs 1.66

/
4. Rerse,opportunities 13.45

5. Sustaining feedback 1;66

Month

.Dec Jan Feb

'SS

2.78 2.95 2.92
N.

.89 .95 .72

2.15

.94

1.78

1.30

.86

s'

1.23

2.66

2:75.

1.95

.81

.67

.45

.

'.?611.94

.87 .86

1.04 1.08

1.80 1.66
4

1.23 .91

.69 .76

.1.22 1.21

1.77 . 2.66

k2.83 2.84

2.10 '.'2117

.91 .93

.68 .69

.36 .41

.1 Month

Jan . Feb

1.5'8 1.90 1.15

10.27 11.50 9.54

2.22 1.97% 2.00

,12.9 14.14 11.27

1.72 1.324013

12

1 4

Mar Apr

2.83 2:70

.80 .82

1:91- 2.37

.75 .86

1.23t. 1.29

1.58 - 1.56

.85 .91

.95 .97

1.15 1.17

2.59 2.56

2.75 2.67

2.02 2.06

.90 .88

.58 .62

.21 .26

Mar Apr_

1.49 1.45

9.64. 9.86

2.61 2.7)

d11.73 12.05

1.38 1.16
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44.

Low-inferenee Varables

416.1

6. Sebdent-initieted

queitions

Table 2-CdntiAd
4.

tiOnth

r...

Nov Dec Jan

7. Student-initiated

'

7eb Mar \AE

,

N

."1

3.56 3.01 3.18 3.76 3.59 3.73

. ) .
. '

...

Comments 1 2.31 -,'. 177 1.45 1.39 1.19-1 If 5i'

8. ent-initidted
1 .
.

..

call outs; 3. S4 3.33 3.. k6 3.77 3.68 0, 4.16
.

:
9. Student work contacts 23.51 20.62 19.65 .2006 18.17 18.41

f

rie: Socializing ,

t.

misbehavior . 4-438. . 2020, 2.00. 1..90 . 1.70 2.22
1. \ . . #-

H.. Behavioral criticism .95 -.7.8 b .74 '..75t. . 91

e i S It ,

12,, Mild misbehavior ;5.68 4.83 ') 1.4. 07 4.16 3.51 4.18/

13. Serious misbehavior 1.20 1.20 1 .94 1.38 4.40 1.80

, ,
14. Social contacts 1.61 1.24 1.24 1.52 1.40 1.97

,.. . ,

11. '. Time. in seatwork 27.50 28.35 26.86 24.40 25.42 26.30

k

4 ;

,

13

15 #

4

I

api

1

7.
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Table 3

.4
Cell Means for Significant 41teractions

. t N,

-.
. ,

, Month-,

A Variable

*Attention (111-1)

: Teacher
initiay.on (HI-2)

Process

.-questions (LI-1)

Call outs (LIA

Sustaining

feedback (LI-5)
.

Change Over Months

ai ,

Class NOV 'NPec ..Jan 'Feb Mar jor__

M 2.18 2.62 2.63 2.81 2.63 .,2.41

E ;e86 2.95 13.27 3.03 3.03 3.007.

H .79 .71 .75- .87 .77

E 1.34 '1.06 .99 .69 .87

M 1.09 '1.74 ..03 1.33' 1.42 1.40 4
E 3.13...1.42. 1.77. .98 1:16 1.51

M 1.46 1.96 1.78 2.27 3.55 )3.52-,,'

E '1.87' 2e49 246 :1.73 1.67 1.04

2.03' '1.21 1.26 1.07 1.29. 1.26 .

t, I

E 1.29 1.05 2.18 1.57 1.47 1.07'°

' t

h
Twelve of the high inference measures and six low inference rates ft

shpwed significant 4in effeets for the six months. The iiatterns of
,

means in Tbble 2 for these variables are described below. Inciucied in

these descriptions are the five interaCtion patterns reported im.

Table 3. Figures 1 through 20 also illustrate all significant change,

patterns graphically.

/

Student attention gradually increases from,November to a peak in

January and then falls main through April. While this effect/occurs

for boih subject matter areas, it is much,more pronounced in English

14

1 6 A



. a

classes. dt should also be noted that in absolute terms, studeni-
.

attention is well a0ove the'lmidPoint on the observation scale. (i4e.,

,.
/

While thve are signiTicant differences across time, these differences
. 4

.t
.

are not dramatic and do auggeit that, on.the avefage, most students are

attenAk-much of the time0

. v - 1,
. Teacher initiated.21492mmaylageis hdghest.in November,,falls,to

e,

a low. in .February,,`then risas 2°0604. This effect appears only for k.f.

...
.

English classes, and might.g.explained by the fact that English ,

. . .

.

- ... L
8.

teachers were leading more clale Oscussions in the first month of data ,

4 P".
.....,N .

collection. This, As well as otHer of our data, sdggests that at least '

I.

initially, teachers' who, art being ofbserved for the first ale atiempt
0, -.

to teach more neatly like thei4ideal model of good teaching, and.many

English teaohars wereitrained to conduCt discussions as a regular p

of their preparation.

.1

increases'sharply in Afril. hank teachers .0

. I

, nominate 'thir time ;of the school year as the most difpcult because

many studellts are'only waiting for school to end for summer vacation.

,

e.
MPre puptl-pupil interaction suggests that teachers Are allowing more

pupil talk and more pupil participation and are "letting'up.'
..... .

Negative affect rises steadily from November to April.0 This trend

indicate& that negative Affect is present to some small extent ih moat

'classes, but by April the'-averaie incidence of °negative affect ia four

0":
4

to4111 mildly negative behaviors in an observation period. This trend
. 4N,,

1

.4.:4)' .is the most pronounced of any-of the process measures,' suggesting-that
4.

as the school year winds to a close, patiewe and,good temper begin to
.
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Support for this is provided by the trend for positive affect.

This measuZe increased slightly'and then decieased.to the end of,the

year. 7he decline in poSitiye affect isnot marked even though it is

statistically significant: In general positive affect varies from

"occasional smiles or praise by thetteacher," to "some positive, but

perfunctory acceptance of pupil,answers," toward the end of the year.

Fisher cognitive level student behavior, (i.e., pupil verbal

behaviors that show indications of more complex cognitive processes,

generalizations, or'inferences) is higher in the first thi;ee months

then in the last three. This suggests that, for whatever reason,

activities which require students to think thTough or to analyze and

infer occur less often toward the end of the school year. Possibly

activities suckas these slow the lesson pace and teachers may shift to

activities which are more likely toehold attention and ensure

cooperation toward the end of the year.

A related finding is that passive pupil behavior shows an opposite

trend suggesting less active studelt participation toward the end of

the .year.

mentioned earlierommtweVtlyabAqa is high early in

November and remaias constant through the rest of the year.

- Task orieatation shows a weak trend suggesting aka there is more

of this type behavior in January than in the rest of the year. A

similar pattern is seep for enthusiasm; which rises steadily through

-;February and theri drops off toward the.end cf the year.

The global ratings of instructional behavior with feW exceptions

point to a leveling off period toward the end of the scbooi year. This

.)
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'4leveling appears to be accompanied by more passivity, negative act7ct,

and pupil-pupil interaction, and less task orientation, enthusiasm,

fact or personal questioning, and less higher cognitiVe level student

-reasor orinferential behavior. Several-ofthe-global ratings Atnd."----

'some of the behavioral rates to be discussed show peaks or leveling otf

in January 41 February at mid iedr. (ne explanation for increased

task orientation at mid year is that the school district begins)

achievement testing in March and teachers ate preparing their students .

for them. Another.plausible explanation is that teachers have paced

presentation of new concepts and material to peak at mid year and the

remainder of the year is used for practice drill and consolidation.
1

Behavioral rates

The interaction for .p_aatiotla.i.s caused by an excep-

tionally high number of these, questions in English classes at the

beginning of.observation in November. Students calling out answers

rises until December,rthen drops off in English claises, but not in

math. In these classes they continue to rise to a peak in March and

April. One suggestion is that math teachers are letting up on

'requirements to raise hands and get permission before answering.

Sustaining feedback (a general category of teacher behavior aimed.

.at giving students multiple opportunities to respond to teacher-' I

initiated questions) shows differential effects for the subject areas.-

Sustaining feedback in math classes remains generally low throughout

the year, but in English it rises to a peak in January, and then dAps.

This corresponds with trends for other process measures which show

similar rises in January or February and decreaselduring the remainder

22 24
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of the year. ids suggests that sustaining feedback, where the teacher ,

concentrates attention on one tudent, slows the lesson pace and is-

less likely to hold class attention.

Student initiated public comments fall stendily from'November to

Deeember, then rise comewhat in April, although.the rates are low in '

general.(from slightly mere thkn.two to less than two per hour at the

end of the year.) 'Although this is statistidally signiAcant, there is'

some question about whether this decrease affects the flow of events in

the classroom.

l
,On the other hand, student initiated private work contacts show a

sdady.decline over*the six months, except for a slight rise in

February.. One explanation is'that students are becoming used to_.,the

routines, and:as the year progresses (with the exception of February)

they/encounter less new.or,unfamiliar material. In any case, student

private contacts with their teachers decreases about 22%.

'171
Trends for mild and serious,misbehaviors are also complementary.

Mild misbehaviois, which include such,things as student attention,

daidreaming, or chatting with neighbors, steadily decline throughout

the year except for'a rise in Ap Serious misbehaviors, including

student behaviors which are disru tive, increase from slightly more

than one instance per hour to almost,two instances per hour.

-The last significant finding is for social contacts. These can be

initiated either by teacher or student. The averagc per class period '

is leos than two.per hour; at the beginning of the year these contacts

tend to occur closer to one per hour, but by the,end of the year this

1 increases to nearly two per hour. Again this maknot seem 'on the

26
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.

surface to be a meaningful difference, but coupled with findinge for
,

the other pro4ea Resettles it adds to the general picure of less task

involvement, more relaxed and less controlled atmosphere; a general

,

letting up on the part Of teachers.

DiscOssion

4
Examination of the absolute differences in means for each Of the

six months uggests that there are no diamatic changes. For example,

negative af)ect moves from a few.instances to a moderate amount by

April. .Whae is apparent is a gradual increase in studint misbehavior

Add call outs over the year mind e gradual decrease in pdblic

questioning or workrelated activities. What is more, these trends are
% .

IP
preiient for both subject matter areas.

I

The research literature provides few studies which have

) systematically investigaied trends such as those reporti
. .

d here. A few

studies (Flanders, Morrison, 6 Erode, 196t; Miinshing, 1973) indicate ,

that there is a significant loss in positive attiOrdes toward teachers

and 1...hochlwork during the school year, and that this loss appears to be

mnrelated to IQ or socio-economic status.

' Data from the Program on Teaching Effectiveness (Stayrook

Criwford, NOte 3) indicates that in their two treatment groups, theie
4

were decreases in teachers' allowing student call outs across three

pointsin the year, although the contrOl group increased. Other

results suggest that there/Were more effeCts for time.of year than for

treatment.

Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook (Note 4) found similar tren4s in

their data from high school reeding daises.' Control grouP data show



/

increases in social:comm ents and managerial-procedural activities
4

performed by the'teeicherand decreases in adult monitdring (moving .
around tile room), across the three poi4iln the year ..(Fall, Winter,

and Spring!). pie treatment gioup, however, did not show-these trends.

Meanlkfor the treatment group appeared $o be similar across the 'three

time periods.
ea

In summary, we note the following:

1: In man ways theme results verify cOmmon sense. Teacheis and
0 4. ., ,

other pre FS often iention the special conditions of teaching at,
7 . , .

the ei'ld of the year. However., it is intettsting to note thatswhile. -......
, )' , ,

:

there were indications that 'life in classrooms".deteriorated toward

, . . .

the end of the year, these Changes were not drametic. While many
,

of

the measures showed small,. but significant trends over time, several .

,

Vid not (amount of time in seatwork, behavioNi criticism, student

initiated questions and cail7'outs). Ikgeneral,' though misbehavior

,

tends toAncreise slightly apd teachers appear to lighten up bn
. r .

/2 ,

requiremenig,to dig into scgodl work, few of these proces measures,
1,.., .

(task orientation, attentionr Otudent initiated) comments, soCial

contacts) show dramatict increases or decreasei.

extend :ver only a sholleatiod. of the year should be.aware of ihei

. Investigatorcwho are planning studies in classrOoms which

l g(

,-1

possible biaping effect,in their data which comes from sampling either

early or late'in the school year.

. 3. These'analyses reveal findings for data colilected after the

MM.

first two months of scbool; there is.no comparable information about
a

.the variations in process meaaulies taken at the beginning of school.'

30
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Other tesearch'studies (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1979; Evertson &
,.. ,

Xnderson, in press) are finding that this is a critical time of,the 'P.

i
,

chool Year, partikniarly for 10easures which reflect student

paiticipation and classioom behavior.

.0
4. Another unanswered question that might be asked at.this point

is wNisther the trends described here obtain equally for more effective-

and less liffectiye teachers; Such analyses we're done using mean

rebidual gAins im.clais achievement to divide the samples. No more
1

" significant,inter*tions were obtained than would be expected by

4
change. Stallings' data (Note 4), however, do suggest that treatment

can reverse or moderate what appears to be less satisfactory pupil

behavior near the end of the school yeai.

I

1.
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